
 

Bessie Davidson  

Interiors 

Artworks 

 

                                   Lecture au jardin (Reading in the garden)  

                                 1930s, oil on plywood, 94 x 114cm, Max and Nola Tegal Collection, New South Wales 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                               An Interior  

                                                           1920 oil on composition board, 73.1 x 59.7 cm 

                                                   Gift of Mrs C Glanville 1968, Art Gallery of South Australia. 



 

Year Levels 

7 - 10 

Learning Objectives 

• Learning about colour theory such as 

analogous colours (colours that are next to 

each other in the colour wheel), tones and 

tints 

• How to duplicate a Post-Impressionist oil 

painting technique and style using oil pastels 

• Developing skills in developing layers of paint                            

                                                           
https://www.publicdomainpictures.net/pictures/40000/velka/coor-wheel-1364825482ggt.jpg 

Post-Impressionist pastel drawing or painting 

Discuss 

For this task we are using as inspiration Bessie Davidson’s Lecture au jardin (Reading in 

the garden). In this painting, Davidson has reduced the colour to mainly analogous 

colours of blue and green with tones and tints of this colour. The wicker chair is a 

warmer colour and this projects out against the cooler colours of the background. 

Your task is to create your own interior (or garden view).  

Analogous colour: colours that are close to each other on the colour wheel, such as 

purple, blue, green, or yellow, orange, red 

 

Create 

 

Materials; 

• Camera/Iphone/Ipad 

• Pencil 

• A4 or A3 paper 

• Pastels 

• Paints 

• Canvas 

 

Look at examples of Bessie Davidson’s Post-Impressionist paintings that focus on 

analogous colour schemes such as Lecture au jardin (Reading in the garden) 1930s 

and An Interior c. 1920. 

 

• Photograph or make a simple drawing of an interior of your house, maybe your 

bedroom or kitchen (or a view of your garden); you could choose a scene with 

a person or pet in it.  

• Try not to include too much subject matter to keep things simple and try to pick 

a time of day where you have strong shadows on the subjects, you can 

photograph with your phone or Ipad if you don’t have a camera. 

• In pencil, sketch the main outlines out onto paper –A4 or A3 depending on 

what you have. Now lightly shade in the darker parts. 

https://www.publicdomainpictures.net/pictures/40000/velka/coor-wheel-1364825482ggt.jpg
https://www.publicdomainpictures.net/pictures/40000/velka/coor-wheel-1364825482ggt.jpg


 

 

 

Paint;  

• Choose 1-2 analogous colours (those close on the colour wheel, such as 

blue and green)  

• Make up tones and tints (light and dark parts) by adding tiny bits of black 

and white 

• It’s also good to add in a related colour rather than just black and white, 

for example, add a little bit of blue to green, etc.  

Pastel; 

• Try to blend together around six different tones of the one colour 

• You can also mix black or white but a colour close on the colour wheel is 

also useful.  

• Once you have a few colours to work with you can then apply this to the 

light and dark tones of your interior.  

Choose an opposite colour e.g warm brown, red or orange to shade one part of the 

painting or drawing. That will become your focal point.  

• If you are doing a painting, make up a light colour of your main colour 

(e.g. light blue) to paint a ground over the paper or canvas. Let it dry.  

• If you are doing a pastel work, lightly shade in a background colour onto 

your paper. That way you won’t have white gaps when you try to fill it in 

with the paint.  

• Now try to paint in the details using the different shades and variations 

of your chosen colour/s, paying attention to the light or dark parts of the 

photograph 

Try to use short square daubs of paint or pastel in the same style as Bessie Davidson.  

Good luck and feel free to share your results with us here  
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Year Levels 

VCE Art Unit 1-3 and VCE Studio Arts 1-3 

Learning Objectives 

• Practise comparison and contrast techniques by looking for similarities and 

differences in the work of Bessie Davidson and her influences 

• Practise using arts terminology such as art styles, aesthetic qualities, art 

elements and art principles, materials, techniques and processes 

• Improve knowledge of the development of art styles in both international and 

Australian art. 

Discuss 

Reading about Bessie Davidson from the Historical and Cultural context Pdf and the 

catalogue will give you helpful insights in answering the following questions; 

Compare these three artworks (the first two are available through an online search):  

• Paul Gauguin Still Life with Japanese print 1988; oil on canvas 

• Margaret Preston Still life with teapot and daisies 1915; oil on hardboard 

• Bessie Davidson Still life with fruits and a carafe 1930s; oil on card 

 

Year Levels 

VCE Studio Arts Area of Study 3 Units 1 2, & 3  

Learning Objectives 

• Painting terms such as broken colour and processes of oil painting 

• Post-Impressionist and Modernist oil painting techniques  

• The distinctive style of Bessie Davidson’s painting technique 

Discuss  

Research the history of oil painting and the process (steps) in how to stretch a 

canvas.  

As Davidson’s technique progressed into the 1930s, she started to develop a bolder 

use of paint which included sometimes leaving parts of the board unpainted, such 

as in Interieur (possibly a work titled Jour de soleil) 1925.  Discuss the similarities and 

differences between Davidson’s process for oil painting and traditional painters from 

the Renaissance period. 

• Research the history of Broken Colour: here  

• Which paintings in the exhibition most obviously demonstrate broken colour? 

https://drawpaintacademy.com/broken-color/
https://drawpaintacademy.com/broken-color/

